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WAFRP LIFETIME WARRANTY
WAFRP warrants the work performed by a WAFRP member

according WAFRP standards against failure for the life of the
building. This warranty applies to the failure of the wall due to
soil pressure, not problems related to seepage, dampness, or
settlement. In the event of wall failure, WAFRP will repair wall at no
charge to the customer.
CONDITIONS:

The WAFRP Lifetime Warranty is a supplemental warranty
to the contractor's warranty. After installation by a contractor, walls
will be inspected by a licensed engineer approved by WAFRP to
insure they are installed according to WAFRP standards. In the

The WAFRP Lifetime Warranty is transferrable in the event of a
sale of the building. Before the Warranty is transferred, a WAFRP
approved Professional Engineer must re-inspect the installation
and issue a new Warranty Certificate. The Buyer is to cover the
expense of the re-inspection.
There is a $25 per year fee paid to WAFRP from the time
of issuance of the warranty. There is a $50 per year fee if Site
Specific Engineering is required as defined in the WAFRP
Standards. Stamped Calculations and a certificate of insurance
from the Professional Architect or Engineer is required to be
submitted to a certified WAFRP Engineer for their approval prior to

Certificate
for

issuance of the Warranty. These fees are paid in 5-year increments
prior to issuance of warranty.
In the event the customer exercises its rights under the

Lifetime

to honor its warranty, customer may apply to WAFRP under this
lifetime warranty. WAFRP shall not be responsible for removal or
replacement of wall coverings, panelling, drywall, painting, etc.

WAFRP warranty, customer assigns its contractual rights, against
the contractor who installed the beams, to WAFRP who will then
have the option to recover costs expended doing warranty work.
In the event that there are any disputes related to the

Structural

WAFRP will send a licensed engineer approved by

WAFRP warranty, customer agrees to resolve disputes through the

event of a potential claim the customer must make reasonable
attempts to enforce installation contractor's warranty. In the event
the contractors warranty has expired or contractor fails or refuses

WAFRP to inspect the residence to determine whether the wall(s)

have failed and whether warranty is applicable. In the event the
warranty is applicable, a WAFRP contractor will repair the wall.
WAFRP will not be responsible for any consequential
damages as a result of wall failure including but not limited to
damage to other aspects of customer's house or customer's
personal property.
In the event that any of the following conditions occur
related to the work performed, this warranty is voided:
a. Wall reinforcements are removed or detached from the walls,
footing , floor or floor joists prior to application under warranty.

b.

Floor joist where beam is attached, is removed, replaced or

c.

repaired.
Floor or footings where beam is attached, is removed, replaced

d.
e.

or repaired .
Wall s are damaged by a third party.
Failure is due to improper maintenance of gutters, downspouts,

f.

grading or exterior surfaces.
Failure relates to natural disasters including but not limited to
floods , tornadoes, earthquakes, high winds, fire or other acts of

g.
h.

i.

God.
Deterioration of masonry or concrete walls or footings due to
age, salt, moisture, frost or any abuse.
Failure of wall reinforcements due to rust.
Failure to pay annual warranty tee within thirty (30) days of the
anniversary date.

Better Business Bureau arbitration proceedings. Results of the
arbitration proceedings shall be binding on all parties.
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